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introduction

E BELIEVE that Jesus Christ came to seek and save 
the lost (Luke 19:10). In everything we do, our 

greatest passion is to walk in partnership with Him in the 
Great Commission that He gave to us to make disciples of 
all nations (Matthew 28:18-20). Our desire is that the 
information in these pages that define the Crossway 
Chapel Movement would reflect this passion and heart.
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PART I
CROSSWAY CHAPEL
The Birth of a Movement





1
crossway chapel

UR MISSION IS

“To plant and support healthy, reproducing churches
  and regional networks of churches throughout the

            world for the glory of God.”

OUR HISTORY

The Crossway Chapel Movement of Churches began with 
a desire to see churches birthed that would make a 
genuine difference in the hearts of people throughout 
Northern Colorado. The journey began when Tom and 
Dawn Harcus full of expectancy, vision and trepidation 
packed up all their belongings into a moving truck and 
moved from Chicago, Illinois to Fort Collins, Colorado to 
plant the first Crossway. The ministry began with Tom and 
Dawn sharing Jesus with young people they had met in 
their hotel, who showed up the following day to help 
unload their moving truck for lunch and pay, because they 
did not know anyone else in the community. 

Over the course of the next eight months a core team of 
servants was raised up with a heart to reach out with the 
love of Christ and build the church through people coming 
to faith rather than strictly transfer growth. To the praise of 
God, on Easter morning, April 12, 1993, Mountain View 
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Community Church (MVC), had its grand opening service, 
beginning a work that continues to grow and multiply 
today. In July 2001, three small groups were unleashed 
from MVC to go out and make an impact on the nearby 
community of Windsor, Colorado. Nearly 80 people, led by 
several members of the MVC pastoral team, took a step of 
faith and followed God’s leading to Windsor, and Windsor 
Community Church (WCC) was born. The Lord has 
continued to bless the work in Windsor as WCC has grown 
and continued to multiply as well.  

In the summer of 2005, MVC sent Tom and Dawn and their 
family to Wilmington, NC to start a new regional network 
of like-minded churches on the east coast. On Easter 
morning, 2006, just 12 years after the birth of MVC, 
Crossway Chapel of Wilmington had its official launch. 
Since then, other key leaders and faithful saints from the 
network of churches in Colorado have been called to join 
the work and the Lord has done amazing things with this 
growing body.

Since the leadership for these Churches share a common 
history and have a like-minded commitment to impact the 
world for Christ, the churches have fostered a very strong 
relational bond of mutual encouragement and support. 
When the new church was being birthed in Wilmington, 
NC, it was decided that the churches in this relational 
Movement would share a common name, Crossway 
Chapel, to link us together.  
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The Crossway Chapel Movement of churches continues to 
grow as more like-minded churches have been birthed or 
adopted. By God’s grace and the continued faithfulness of 
the people He has gathered to be part of this Movement, 
we will continue to see new churches birthed, God 
glorified, and more and more people enter into a growing 
relationship with Jesus Christ. See a listing of churches and 
more of what God is doing at crosswaychapel.org.

WHO WE ARE

Crossway Chapel is a Movement of relationally 
networked, likeminded, interdependent churches who 
operate as a family with a common mission to plant and 
support healthy, reproducing churches and regional networks of 
churches throughout the world for the  glory of God. To 
accomplish this we choose to love one another, to support 
one another, and to share our resources. We seek to fulfill 
our God given mission by:

• Sharing resources, experience and gifted individuals.

• Identifying and training church planting leaders and 

teams.

• Providing ongoing support and equipping among 

pastors and pastors in training.

• Providing funding for church plants, individuals, 

strategic projects and facilities.
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At Crossway Chapel our churches are connected to each 
other through the following four key areas:

 Shared Commitments
  Our relationship to each other
 Ministry Distinctives
  Our common philosophy of ministry
 Biblical Distinctives
  Our common biblical positions
 Leadership Culture
  Our common values
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PART II
who we are

Defining What Connects Us





2
shared commitments

LL CHURCHES in the Crossway Chapel Movement are 
bound together by the gospel and in partnership for 

the purpose of reaching the world with the good news of 
Jesus Christ. We believe that we can do more together for 
the kingdom than we can as individual churches. As a 
practical reflection of this cooperative passion, each church 
is committed to:

• Sacrificially setting aside financial resources for church 
planting and missions (see details in chapter 6).

• Raising up leaders from within for ministry 
multiplication and church planting.

• Striving to plant a church every 5 years.
• Supporting the other churches in their regional 

“network” through quarterly meetings with the 
network pastors and emerging leaders, pooling 
financial resources for joint church planting efforts, and 
sharing ministry resources (people, experience, 
ministry tools and materials).
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3
ministry distinctives

HERE IS GREAT DIVERSITY amongst the churches 
within the Crossway Chapel Movement including 

other denominations and affiliations. However, there are 
elements of ministry philosophy shared by all of the 
churches. These shared elements create a common ministry 
culture among all the churches.

Commitment to God’s Glory - God is supreme (Isaiah 
46:9)! He is our entire focus! He alone is worthy of all 
praise and honor. He is the reason the church exists. We 
seek to lift up the greatness and glory of God in all that we 
do (Romans 11:33-36). 

Centrality of the Gospel - There is only one gospel 
(Galatians 1:8) and it is central to all that we are and do. 
The message of the gospel is timeless and unchanging. It is 
the focus of our daily lives and it is the only message of 
hope for the world (Romans 1:16-17).

Engagement of Culture - Without changing the message of 
the gospel, we seek to bring its power into the culture. We 
believe every follower of Christ is called to live on mission 
in their world. This requires understanding the culture(s) 
we live in and seeking innovative ways to communicate 
the gospel (1 Corinthians 9:19-22).
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Expository Preaching - We believe that God’s word is the 
best and highest that we have to offer people. We are 
committed to sound doctrine (1 Timothy 3:15). For this 
reason, we are committed to primarily preaching 
expository sermons through entire books of the Bible, 
although the local pastors will take seasons to address the 
needs of their body through topical sermons. In our 
preaching, we believe the word of God is for our 
transformation, not simply our information. As a result, we 
will always prayerfully strive for application and life-
change (Hebrews 4:12). 

Conversion Growth - The church is only really growing 
when people are becoming Christians. Calling people to 
follow Jesus is the heart of the Great Commission 
(Matthew 28:18-20). As a result, our focus is on reaching 
people with the good news of the gospel. We desire 
“conversion” growth, not “transfer” growth. We realize 
that God, in His sovereignty, may move other Christians to 
serve in a Crossway Chapel church. We welcome these 
people if their hearts resonate with our vision and if they 
have sought to preserve the unity of the church they have 
come from.

Passionate & Biblical Worship - We were created to 
worship God in spirit and truth (John 4:23). We are 
committed to worship that is based on sound doctrine and 
a high view of God. We are also committed to freedom of 
expression through worship as God’s Spirit engages the 
hearts of His people.
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Biblical Community - We were created for relationship, 
first for relationship with God, and then for relationship 
with each other (Matthew 22:36-40). We believe that every 
Christian is to be experiencing dynamic, intimate 
relationships with others in the body of Christ (Acts 
2:42-47). These relationships are the arena where all of the 
“one-anothers” of Scripture are experienced and where we 
are made more like Christ by learning to put others above 
ourselves. Crossway Chapel churches are committed to 
fostering biblical community through small groups and a 
biblical understanding of the body of Christ.

Church Government - We believe each local church is to be 
led by a plurality of godly men who function as pastors 
(Acts 14:23, 1 Titus 1:5). We believe the role of pastor to be 
one and the same with the biblical terms overseer, elder, 
and bishop (see interchanging use of these terms to refer to 
a single role in Acts 20:28 and 1 Peter 5:1-4). Among the 
plurality of pastors, there is a recognition of differing 
giftedness and abilities in leadership that may set some 
apart from others in function, but not in authority.

Leadership Development - We believe that it is the 
responsibility of each church to raise up its own leadership 
from within (2 Timothy 2:2, Acts 13:1-4). Each church in the 
Crossway Chapel Movement is committed to developing 
leaders for its own needs as well as for planting new 
churches and supporting the other churches in the 
Movement.
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4
biblical distinctives

ROSSWAY CHAPEL is committed to orthodox 
Christianity as reflected in the Nicene and Apostle’s 

Creeds. In addition to our foundational statement of belief, 
the churches of the Crossway Chapel Movement are 
committed to the following biblical positions:

Authority of the Word – God’s word is our authority.  We 
believe the Bible to be the inspired, the only infallible, 
authoritative Word of God. It speaks to every issue of life 
for God’s people (1 Timothy 3:16-17). 

God’s Authority in Salvation – Because of the sinful 
condition of man’s heart, God has to initiate, accomplish 
and sustain the salvation of individuals (Ephesians 2:1-10, 
John 6:44). We are reformed in our view of God’s 
sovereignty in salvation.

The Fruit of Salvation – Because God saves us apart from 
any works (Titus 3:5), and because of the promises in 
Scripture regarding God’s character, we believe that once a 
person is truly born again, he is eternally secure (John 
10:26-30, Romans 8:29-39). The reality of a person’s 
salvation will be shown through the progressive 
transformation of their lives into greater likeness to Jesus 
(Galatians 5:16-25, 1 John 2:3-4).
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Design of the Local Church – We believe that the local 
church is God’s design for the maturity of the believer (the 
biblical context for the Great Commission of Matthew 28). 
The vehicle for reaching the world with the gospel as 
shown in Scripture is through the multiplication of local 
churches (Acts 14:23). We recognize the work of God 
taking place through many “para-church” ministries and 
will partner with them in a God-honoring, healthy, and 
biblical manner in seeking to bring the gospel to the world, 
and allowing the church to thrive in its disciple-making 
mission.

The Holy Spirit & the Believer – We believe that every 
believer is in-dwelt (Romans 8:9), regenerated by (Titus 
3:5), and sealed (Ephesians 1:13-14) with the Holy Spirit at 
the moment of conversion. There is no “second baptism” 
of the Holy Spirit. Every Christian is a temple of the Holy 
Spirit who dwells within them (1 Corinthians 3:16). We are 
called to yield our lives moment by moment to the Spirit’s 
power and guiding (Ephesians 5:18, Galatians 5:25).

Spiritual Gifts – Every believer is bestowed with unique 
gifts by the Holy Spirit. These gifts are given to glorify God 
and to build up the body of Christ (1 Corinthians 12:7). 
While we do not believe that the supernatural gifts have 
ceased, we do believe their prominence in the New 
Testament was due to the unique role they played in 
authenticating the gospel message being handed down by 
the apostles (2 Corinthians 12:12, Hebrews 2:3-4). We 
believe that much of the focus and confusion around 
“sign” oriented gifts (such as speaking in tongues) is based 
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upon a wrong view that spiritual gifts are for performance, 
when in reality they exist for service (1 Peter 4:10-11).

Complementary but Differing Roles for Men & Women – 
God created men and women equal (Genesis 1:27) but with 
different roles (Genesis 2:18).  His design is beautiful and is 
to be celebrated. Because of the sinfulness of mankind, 
God’s design has been perverted throughout history. The 
church should be a place where the wonder of His design 
is put on display. God’s design is articulated in the second 
chapter of Genesis, before the fall. This passage is used to 
support all other references to the roles of men and women 
in the family and in the church, indicating that these roles 
were not cultural (1 Corinthians 11:3, 8-12, Ephesians 
5:22-33, 1 Peter 3:1-7, Colossians 3:18-19, 1 Timothy 2:8-15, 
Titus 2:1-6).

Church Discipline – In Scripture, God has given a process 
for lovingly dealing with individuals who are stuck in 
unrepentant sin (Matthew 18:15-18). This process is for the 
health and restoration of the individual as well as for the 
protection of the church family (1 Corinthians 5:6). 
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5
leadership culture

ACH CHURCH in the Crossway Chapel Movement is 
committed to creating a leadership culture that 

reflects the following values:

Humility - Does not think more highly of oneself than he 
or she should. Give preference to one another in honor 
(Romans 12:3, 10, 16). A couple of catch phrases that have 
emerged within the Crossway Chapel Movement that 
illustrate this value are, “we are all in process” while 
embracing our call to continual growth and Christlike 
character, and “we have the ability to speak into one another’s 
lives”.  

Character - God desires character first over competency (1 
Timothy 3:2 “An overseer, then, must be above 
reproach….”). Is the potential leader learning and 
demonstrating a love for Christ, so as to obey when no else 
(besides God) is looking? (Ephesians 5:7-10). Within the 
Crossway Chapel Movement, leaders will seek to avoid 
the mistake of elevating a gifted individual prematurely 
based on simply the need.

God Glorifying - Are leaders motivated by an “Audience 
of One”?  Do they seek God’s glory alone?  Do they reflect 
John the Baptist’s heart when he said, “He (Jesus) must 
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increase and I must decrease” (John 3:30). Leaders must 
avoid rereading their own press reports. Crossway Chapel 
leaders must avoid the hazards that come with personality 
cults and self-importance. No one individual is 
irreplaceable.  It’s not about personalities, but the person of 
Christ Jesus (1 Corinthians 3:1-9; 2 Corinthians 5:15).  

Plurality - The Crossway Chapel Movement is made up of 
churches that embrace God’s design for plurality of 
pastors and leaders. There is recognition that as a general 
rule of thumb, God’s desire is to manifest His grace upon a 
plurality of interdependent leaders (Acts 14:21-23). As 
pastors, these men are mutually accountable to one 
another in love, functioning within their given areas of 
giftedness and emphasis, i.e. “lead pastor”.

Unity - Leaders within the Crossway Chapel Movement 
understand and embrace principles of unity. They honor 
one another in speech and are quick to forgive (Ephesians 
4:29; 1 Timothy 5:19).  With the Scripture as the foundation, 
leaders seek God’s wisdom in a spirit of love and 
deference (Acts 15).

Empowerment -  Leaders are empowered and released for 
service, with a “can-do mentality”. Crossway Chapel 
leaders are unleashed for service within their areas of 
giftedness and passion (1 Corinthians 12:7, 11; Ephesians 
4:11-13). There is a never ending commitment to develop 
emerging leaders to replace those sent out (2 Timothy 2:2).
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the movement structure

Y GOD’S GRACE as churches multiply, we recognize 
the best way to accomplish our mission as a 

Movement of Churches is through regional networks that 
are close in proximity and in relationship in order to 
support and resource one other. We believe separate and 
distinct regional networks are the best way to see rapid 
multiplication of churches.   

Currently, the Front Range of Colorado is the only region 
in the Movement that is home to more than one church. 
Therefore, we believe that it is best for this next season of 
Crossway Chapel to function as one Network, as we 
dependently seek to move beyond the early stages of 
growth. This one Network would encompass all the 
churches during this season to provide a greater unity of 
all Crossway Churches while pooling resources to benefit 
the whole of the Movement. The best use of time and 
resources is to focus on the Movement as a whole, getting 
it healthy, and providing a great model and resources for 
existing churches and future regions to replicate. In the 
future there is recognition that each regional network will 
vary in size according to what God is doing in that given 
region.
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PRIORITIZATION 

OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES

Historically, each church has set aside 5% of their giving 
for church planting and pooled an additional 5% with 
other churches in their region for church planting. For 
example, Crossway Chapel Colorado has been pooling 
their money together and supporting church plants for the 
past several years.  This has been a huge blessing and has 
enabled us to do more together than what we could do 
individually ($40,000 going to church plants in 2011).  

Going forward each church will set aside 5% of giving to 
be pooled for Crossway Chapel Church Planting within 
their given local network of churches. A new church plant 
will begin with the understanding that by its one year 
birthday this financial priority will be in place. Those 
churches that are not currently part of an existing local 
network, thus pioneering a new network, are to set aside 
for future local church plants, which are to be birthed 
within that local network. 

In addition each church is encouraged to set aside a 
minimum of 5% for church planting and missions to be 
invested as the church is led. There is to be grace extended, 
in particular for the newer churches, with an 
understanding that money follows values. Crossway 
Chapel is a church planting Movement. There will be 
additional expenses for the Movement as a whole, which 
will include website, printed materials, communication 
platforms, travel expenses, new planters, and ongoing 
servant team meetings.  For these financial needs, we have 
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established a Movement Budget that is supplied through 
contributions by each church based on regular attendance 
within the year for which they are contributing.

500	  +	  in	  a(endance	  

200+	  in	  a(endance	  

100+	  in	  a(endance	  

Less	  than	  100	  in	  a(endance

$2,000.00	  per	  year

$1,250.00	  per	  year

$1,000.00	  per	  year

	  	  	  	  $250.00	  per	  year

REGIONAL NETWORKS

SHARING RESOURCES

Where there is more than one church in a geographic 
location, they are encouraged to gather together for events 
and share resources. The heart here is holding our people, 
creative materials, sermons, pulpits, time, etc. loosely and 
openly with one another. There is no need to reinvent the 
wheel with all the godly and talented men in the Network!   

For example, men’s, women’s and youth retreats, regional 
network celebrations, leadership training, worship, 
emerging leaders, pastor’s institutes, etc. are all great 
opportunities to expose the churches to one another. When 
a regional network grows beyond the one church to two 
churches, there is a strong recommendation that the 
pastors within that region gather on a regular basis for 
sharing, prayer, encouragement, and networking. We 
would recommend this happen at least quarterly. Larger 
gatherings of multiple church bodies are also 
recommended as a great way to share vision and give the 
members of the church a glimpse of the whole. 
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the leadership structure

VERY ORGANIZATION needs leadership to serve the 
whole by keeping things moving forward with 

vision, administration, direction, and function. The 
Crossway Chapel Movement needs leadership that 
represents our value of plurality, has representation from 
all churches, and seeks input from all the pastors in the 
Movement. It appears at this season in the life of the 
Movement, the best structure would be to have a Servant 
Team made up of a plurality of 4 to 5 men who provide the 
overall leadership to the Movement; and a Leadership 
Team made up of a representative from every church in the 
Movement.

SERVANT TEAM

A plurality of men from the Movement of Churches 
facilitates the planting and supporting of healthy, 
reproducing churches throughout the world for the glory 
of God. This Servant Team will champion our values, 
provide Movement oversight, organization, and vision 
while steering the Movement forward. To accomplish this, 
the team should possess a variety of gifts to cover the 
needs of the whole Movement, while continually seeking 
input and counsel from the Leadership Team, as well as 
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the rest of the pastors in the Movement. With recognition 
that each church is led by a group of pastors, it will always 
be the goal and desire of the Servant Team to serve and 
build up the churches within the Movement, not control 
them.
 
The Servant Team will seek to maintain the tension 
between proper representation of churches across the 
Movement and a diversity of gifts on the team. We 
recognize and celebrate the reality that God gifts certain 
men with a high degree of leadership in order to provide 
vision and direction in the specific work He is 
accomplishing. This includes the freedom to recognize and 
maximize the unique gifts of a “leader of leaders” who 
functions in plurality and Christlike humility as a member 
of the Servant Team.  

The 2012 Servant Team members are:
Dan Harty, Tom Harcus, Clark Richardson, Steve Mansour, 

and Kevin Wolfe.
  
Commitment - Each Servant Team member will be asked to 
provide 10% of their time (tithed by the church the team 
member is coming from), equaling 4 to 5 hours per week. 
The team will meet monthly through video conferencing 
as well as bi-annually in person (one 2 day planning 
retreat, and a 1 day meeting corresponding with the 
Huddle, Crossway’s annual gathering of pastors). Also, 
there needs to be an understanding that seasons of higher 
time commitment may be required (i.e., Huddle, Catalyst, 
Planning Retreats).
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Length of Commitment - The team will be asked to make a 
commitment to serve on this team for approximately two 
years. There will need to be continual evaluation of the 
needs of the team to ensure that all the functions of the 
team are covered by the gifts of the men serving. Every 2 
years the team will be evaluated with input from the 
leadership team on who would best serve the Movement. 

In the context of plurality within the Servant Team and 
desiring each man to operate in his gifting, we feel that it is 
best for Tom Harcus to continue to invest 30% of his time, 
or an even greater percentage as God provides the 
resources, to propel the Movement forward in 
mobilization, coaching, multiplying, etc.  As covering this 
expense would be too much of a burden for any one 
church, Tom will continue to raise 30% of his salary plus 
ministry and travel expenses through the Crossway 
Chapel Churches and individual relationships.

LEADERSHIP TEAM

One representative from every church will be requested to 
provide input to the Servant Team in leading the 
Movement. This is not merely an advisory role but a team 
that is expected to play a major role in taking the 
Movement forward with actions and projects. The 
Leadership Team can also include specialists that would 
serve the Movement as a whole. These specialists could be 
asked to be part of the team for a season based on need. 
They would provide unique perspectives into areas such 
as worship, youth, college, etc. that would serve the 
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Movement in fostering collaboration for greater 
development of the churches and church plants as well as 
and in the pooling of resources.

Each church will determine who is to represent that given 
church. The specialist could initially include someone from 
Crossway Chapel Music and in the future, a youth or 
college specialist may be brought in.

Commitment - In addition to a special meeting during the 
Huddle, the Leadership Team will meet quarterly through 
video conferencing with the Servant Team. They will also 
be asked to own certain agreed-upon-initiatives and weigh 
in on issues or decisions that need to be made between 
conference calls. 
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SUSTAINING & ADVANCING         8
THE MOVEMENT

S A MOVEMENT OF CHURCHES, there is a need to 
provide key structures that will help us accomplish 
our mission to plant and support healthy 

reproducing churches and regional networks of churches 
throughout the world for the glory of God. These 
structures are broken down into three key areas that 
support this mission:

 Church Health
  Healthy Mother, Healthy Children
 Reproduction
  Birthing Churches through Church planting

 Parenting

  Resourcing Churches to be Effective Parents  

The Servant and Leadership teams will initially focus their 
time and energy on developing these key structures and/
or partnering with those who already provide adequate 
solutions. There are two key communication vehicles that 
will serve these three functions: The Huddle & Online 
Community & Network Website.

The Huddle - Our Movement is based on relationships and 
a commitment to one another as family. Therefore, the 
ongoing connection is very important. The annual Huddle 
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will continue to provide our key connecting point as a 
Movement of churches. Each Pastor in the Movement is 
asked to prioritize this yearly gathering.

Online Community & Network Website - The need to stay 
connected and share resources is what the Movement is all 
about. The web can be a wonderful mechanism for 
facilitating community.  For example, Acts 29 has done a 
wonderful job creating “The City”, which creates a forum 
to share needs, seek input, share prayer requests, and share 
resources. There is a great need to aggressively seek a tool 
to use to accomplish and for all of us to be committed to 
using it. This would be different from our current website 
which serves those who are seeking information about us. 
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9
church health

HEALTHY MOTHER reproduces healthy children. One 
of the greatest ways to have a sustainable church 

planting Movement is to invest critical time and resources 
into the existing churches in helping them become healthy 
and mature enough to reproduce. The focus for helping 
existing churches become healthy is on pastoral care, and 
encouragement, shared resources, and the development of 
a leadership farm system.

Pastoral Care, Encouragement & Development - It is 
critical that existing pastors and planters feel the needed 
care and encouragement as those who are laboring and 
fighting the good fight. The key to this is in relationships 
and in time spent with them. There will be a concerted 
effort to make sure every pastor is cared for by providing:

• Opportunities for relationships – Through the Huddle, 
site visits, cross-pollinating, regional gatherings, and 
online communities.

• Specialized care during crisis situations – When a pastor is 
going through particular hard trials, others in the 
network move to support them.

• Coaching unique to the ministry life stage – Church 
planters are not the only ones who need coaching.  
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Established churches need help breaking through key 
barriers and specific ministry situations.

• Leadership learning communities – Churches in similar 
situations and ministry life stage can be gathered 
together in a learning community with others who are 
experiencing similar challenges (church plants, newer 
churches, recent sending churches, etc.)

Shared Resources - The desire is to share resources among 
all the churches so as to keep each church from having to 
spend time recreating what is already available. These 
resources need to be pooled together and packaged in such 
a way that they are transferable and may be used in any 
church context. Resources to be shared will include:

• Discipleship & basic follow up material – transferable 
material that anyone in the church can use to ground a 
new believer in the faith.

• Biblical Distinctives Materials
• Life Group (small group) training materials
• How to lead a leadership community (deacons, 

ministry coordinators, etc.)
• Pastoral Process
• Deacon Process
• Pastor Training Curriculum
• Biblical Distinctives 201 – a class with a focus on 

sharing the gospel, discipleship, and stepping out in 
faith (this class would follow Biblical Distinctives 101 
where the focus is on theology).

• Missions philosophy and documents 
• Sharing of missions opportunities
• Worship Resources
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• Youth Group Resources
• Children’s Resources

Leadership Farm System - It is rare that a church is 
randomly planted. Therefore, there needs to be special 
attention given to establishing a leadership farm system 
within a greater culture of reproduction and expansion. A 
leadership farm system is a proactive and purposeful 
mechanism to make sure that leaders are being developed 
at all levels. Once a person comes to faith, this would 
include a conscious process to be building them up in the 
faith, training in leadership development, exposure to 
church planting, introduction to pastoral training, and 
preparation in church planting.
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10
reproduction

HE BACKBONE OF OUR MOVEMENT is helping to 
establish healthy church plants who reproduce 

healthy church plants and who in turn reproduce healthy 
church plants. When a church is planted, this is a critical 
phase that needs a lot of attention and resourcing from the 
Movement.

Assessment - Various church planter and church planting 
team assessments are wonderful tools to help ensure the 
success of a plant. This process will bring to light strengths 
and expose weaknesses or deficiencies in the planter and/
or planting team. Planters will be affirmed in strengths and 
encouraged to compensate for any obvious weaknesses. In 
some cases, it may even be recommended that the planter 
and his team wait upon the Lord for a season while He 
grows the planter and/or brings body parts to compensate 
for weaknesses or deficiencies. 

Project Support - In order for a new church to request 
funds from the Movement, use the Crossway Chapel 
name, or come under the IRS 501(c)(3) provision, there 
needs to be network affirmation of the church. Support 
will be heavily impacted by the input of the sending 
church. Affirmation by the Servant Team is based on 
approval from the sending church, a positive church 
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planting assessment, team make-up, vision and plan, etc. 
An application and interview process will be needed as a 
vital part of this process. For now, the Servant Team would 
be responsible for this. There is also the recognition that 
individual churches within the Movement may decide to 
plant churches independent of Network affirmation. These 
church plants should not anticipate the same level of 
support from the Movement as a whole.

Licensing - We trust that each local church will ordain their 
own pastors. We can share resources in how to properly 
ordain a pastor to meet IRS requirements, etc. However, a 
person, if they choose, may be licensed as a “minister” 
through Crossway Chapel International IRS 501(c)(3). This 
licensing gives extra credibility to a church planter as well 
as non-pastoral ministers and provides an extra layer of 
formality for the IRS. 

Church Planting Internships - Internships can be a great 
way to expose future planters and pastors to ministry at 
the local level while assessing their strengths and seeking 
areas of needed improvement. In this way, the training and 
equipping of future planters and pastors may be 
accelerated.
 
Immersion - One of the best ways to learn about church 
planting is seeing the functioning of a church plant up 
close and personal. Future church planters are encouraged 
to spend time with and even serve in a church plant where 
they can learn by doing.
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Fishing Ponds - Crossway Chapel has a core value of 
holding our people and resources with an open hand.  
Once a church planting team is formed, there will be a 
strong commitment to do all we can as a Movement to 
raise up the key body parts and team members from our 
existing churches. This will allow the church plant to be 
launched with strength. Ministry areas where support is 
needed might include leading or participating in worship, 
children’s, youth, and college teams. These ”people 
resources” can make a huge difference in the early 
successes of a church plant.

Church Planting Boot Camps - Once a church planting 
team is formed, a church planting ”boot camp” can serve 
them well. These intense training weekends will help the 
team form their identity and think through key strategies 
and plans for when they launch the church plant.

Coaching and Mentoring - Each church plant needs a 
consistent coach who will meet with the planting team, 
keep them on track, and give them valuable insight. It is 
ideal that this relationship will grow beyond coaching to a 
mentoring relationship where care for the planter and the 
team is most effectively realized.

Church Planting Catalyst - Yearly meetings with 
Crossway pastors and potential church planters are an 
essential forum to expose many to church planting, 
prepare planters, and cross-pollinate ideas and strategies 
among those involved in church planting. The goal of The 
Catalyst is to foster excitement for church planting, 
provide practical training and connect key people with 
current teams and church plants.
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Funding - The goal of each Regional Network pooling 
resources is to help bless and provide needed finances for a 
church plant. This is one of the biggest blessings to a 
church plant. A funding strategy needs to be put into place 
that helps determine how much funding is needed and 
when that funding would best serve the plant. There also 
needs to be financial transparency and accountability from 
the church plant. Therefore, financial disclosure of 
expenses, budget and salaries are needed in order to 
properly access the needs and bring a level of protection 
and accountability.

Church Planting Toolkit - To avoid having to recreate 
resources that are already available and to encourage the 
planter to focus time and energy on the mission, we should 
provide key resources that will assist in fostering a church 
plant.  A toolkit will be provided to a church planting team 
that contains information about how to:
Develop a church budget, register with the IRS, use the IRS 
501(c)(3) provision, institute financial accountability and 
procedures, obtain the appropriate insurance, legally 
establish the church, set banking for the church, EIN, 
market the new church, set up websites and information 
systems, develop check lists, etc. This documentation 
would serve as a policy and procedures manual for the 
church planter.

Marketing Tools - We will provide the new church plant 
with ability to leverage websites, brochures, and logos to 
add a level of credibility.
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11
parenting

NCE A CHURCH has been launched, the sending 
church will have to fight hard against “out of sight, 

out of mind” thinking. It is very important that the 
sending church continue to care for the new plant. There is 
a high correlation between the success rate of a church 
plant and the close connectivity to the sending church. 
Ongoing encouragement needs to be expressed by the 
sending church for the plant until it is healthy enough to 
reproduce itself in parenting a church plant of its own.  We 
want to do everything we can to help churches develop a 
healthy dynamic between sending churches and church 
plants. The following is an initial list of ways we may 
encourage this important relationship:

Shepherding & Mentoring - As the church planting team 
goes out and experiences the God-ordained challenges of 
ministry, they need to be served, encouraged, and prayed 
for. This is made keenly apparent in crisis situations.

Barnabas Teams - Barnabas Teams for the planting church 
are those who gather consistently to pray and send 
encouragement to the plant.
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Site Visits - The sending church leaders should plan 2 to 3 
trips a year to the planting church to keep a healthy 
relationship intact.

Financial Accountability, Disclosure & Counseling  - 
Finances within the church can lead to many stresses, 
accusations, and changes in ministry philosophy. The 
church plant should continually seek advice from and 
disclose financial information to the sending church that is 
investing heavily in the plant. This should be always 
followed as a principle of accountability (from both a 
personal and church standpoint).

Speaking (sharing pulpits) - Trading pulpits, having the 
planter speak at the sending church, sending church 
pastors to speak at the church plant, and asking other 
pastors in Movement to speak at the plant are great ways 
to imprint the young church with a Movement mentality 
as well as to keep people in the sending church connected 
to the plant.

Summer Projects - Sending teams representing various 
churches within the Movement will serve to expose 
emerging leaders to church planting and can provide some 
great encouragement to the new plant.

Sending of People - As the plant gets going, sending key 
”people resources” at strategic times can help a plant 
tremendously in navigating unchartered waters.  There is a 
great precedence set in the book of Acts for this (i.e., Paul 
joining Barnabas in Antioch, Acts 11:22-26). Key body parts 
at key moments can yield incredible fruit.
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how to join us

OW TO JOIN THE MOVEMENT?

• Cultivate exposure to an existing Crossway Chapel for a 
minimum of one year to understand the history, biblical 
framework, priorities and church culture.

• Sign-off on this Crossway Chapel Movement document.

• Be sponsored by the pastor board of an existing Crossway 
Chapel. This would necessitate time spent with the elders 
of that  given Crossway Chapel church for a minimum of 
one year. Local network gatherings would be very 
beneficial.

• Attend a Crossway Chapel Huddle with your spouse.

• Set aside 5% of the gross church offerings, after the 
church’s one year birthday either from planting a new 
church or an “adoption” into the Movement, to be 
invested in a common pool of that local network for the 
multiplication of healthy churches; or for the future 
emerging network of churches in your given location.

• Fill out the application for becoming a Crossway Chapel and 
be interviewed and approved (founding pastor or elders and 
their wives) by the facilitating team, or at least two 
members, at the Huddle.
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